
Controversial Meyers Gold Ingot Remains In Limbo 

 11/30/2017 

By Stuart & Maureen Levine 

On 11/28/2016 we wrote Ken Bressett regarding the questionable authenticity of the so-called 
“Meyers & Co. $18 gold ingot”. Subsequently, Ken removed the listing of this item from the 
2017 Guidebook of United States Coins (The Red Book).   

From December 2016 through April 2017, we had conversations and correspondence with Don 
Kagin and David McCarthy of Kagin’s, and Don Willis and Mark Stephenson of PCGS regarding 
their authentication of the so-called "Meyers & Co. $18 gold ingot." Kagin promised me that the 
ingot would be submitted for metallic analysis to see if those tests would shine any light on the 
matter.  To date, nothing has been done. Kagin has not had the item in question tested, and the 
item remains on PCGS’s CoinFacts website http://www.pcgscoinfacts.com/Coin/Detail/507033 
as an authentic item with no hint of controversy.   

April 4, 2017 is the last time Kagin saw fit to address this issue. Please also note that PCGS has 
never responded to the matter of their Meyers gold ingot authentication. We await their 
answers. 

Related correspondence follows, with a summary here: 

Correspondence 1: 11/28/2016, Stu and Maureen Levine to Ken Bressett, including extensive 
analysis of the authenticity of the Meyers ingot. 

Correspondence 2: 12/2/2016, Stu Levine to Don Willis, copying Willis on the report to Bressett. 

Correspondence 3: 4/2/2017, Stu Levine to Mark Stephenson, suggesting PCGS may wish to 
recall the Meyers ingot. 

Correspondence 4: 4/4/2017, Don Kagin to Stu Levine, indicating Kagin’s has requested the 
Meyers ingot from their client, in order to further study the piece. 

Correspondence 5: 4/4/2017, Stu Levine to Don Kagin, endorsing Kagin’s proposal to move 
forward. 

Stuart & Maureen Levine  

11/30/2017 

  



CORRESPONDENCE #1, 11/28/2016, Stu and Maureen Levine to Ken Bressett 

 

To:  Ken Bressett                                                              11/28/2016 
  
From: Stuart & Maureen Levine 
 
 
Hi Ken, 
 
We have some comments to make regarding the authenticity of the Meyers $18 ingot. 
 
Let’s review what David McCarthy wrote to you: 
 

Ken -  
  
John Kraljevich uncovered a letter from John Little Moffat, dated from early (February?) 
1850, thanking one of the bullion banks for increasing the purchase price for California 
placer gold to $18 an ounce.  The argument against the ingot’s authenticity had always 
relied upon the erroneous belief that California gold was always valued at $16/ounce. The 
other criticism leveled against it was that Ford was the first dealer to handle it - as much 
as I dislike/distrust Ford, dismissing something merely because he handled it is an ad 
hominem attack. 
  
In addition to this, we located Meyers in the 1850 edition of the SF directory, along with a 
direct connection to Kuner - the location listed for the business burned sometime in the 
late Spring or early Summer of 1850. I will have to do some digging to find the material 
that we presented to PCGS when they graded and encapsulated the ingot. 
  
I’ve seen most of what Ford fabricated, and at one time compiled a list of many of the 
bars he peddled over the years.  At the time, I was able to punch link the vast majority of 
them (I was also able to link the punches used to make the Hoard Ingots to the Diana 
Gambling Token, and link the punches used on the Kohler counterstamps with the Bowie 
$5).  Not only were the punches used on the Meyers ingot unlike any of his other bars, its 
fabric was completely different from any of the other questionable ingots.   
  
All things considered, there isn’t any evidence to suggest that the Meyers Ingot is a 
forgery, and the fact that it’s weight and value are consistent with a standard that no one 
(not even Ford) seems to have been aware of until the last ten years, seems to me to be 
an incredibly strong argument to the contrary.   
  
Thanks, 
  
David 

 
We observe the following: 
 



1. The fact that a bullion bank was paying $18 an ounce for raw gold from California doesn’t in 
any way prove the Meyers ingot genuine. At the time, gold was worth $20.67 per ounce. See: 
 
http://onlygold.com/Info/Historical-Gold-Prices.asp 
 
Let’s examine genuine gold ingots of the period. The calculation of weight, fineness and value 
verify the $20.67 valuation of gold in California. For example: 
 
Moffat (1849) $16 ingots are cast from 20 3/4 carat gold (stated fineness), which is equal to 
.864583333 fineness. (Please note: 24 carats is pure). The Smithsonian example, which is slightly 
worn (my grade EF40), weighs 427.8 grains or .89125 troy ounces. Fineness times weight equals 
.770559895 total ounces of gold; that figure times the price of gold ($20.67) equals $15.93 
worth of gold in the $16 (stated value) Moffat ingot. The seven cent difference is explainable by 
wear. (Even with the loss of metal caused by wear, this ingot was produced with an accuracy of 
over 99.6 percent). 
 
The unique (1849) $9.43 Moffat ingot, acquired by the mint circa 1849, is cast in 21 7/16 carats 
gold, which is equal to .893229166 fineness. The ingot weighs 245.4 grains or .51125 troy 
ounces. The bar appears as made (my grade MS63). Fineness times weight equals .456663411 
total ounces of gold; that figure times the price of gold ($20.67) equals $9.44 worth of gold in 
the $9.43 (stated value) Moffat ingot. (This ingot was produced with an accuracy of over 99.8 
percent). 
 
The unique (1849) $14.25 Moffat ingot, pedigreed back to Mehl in 1932, with a stated fineness 
of 21 3/4 carats (.90625) and a stated weight of 15 DWT, 6 Grains (.7625 troy ounces) has 
$14.28 worth of contemporarily valued gold at those measurements. Our actual weight 
measurement equaled .7692 troy ounces, which equals $14.41 worth of contemporarily valued 
gold. (This ingot was produced with an accuracy of 99 percent). 
 
The 1850 $36.55 Kohler Sacramento ingot is pedigreed back to H.L Taylor in 1908. The stated 
weight is 42 DWT, 6 grains, which equals 2.125 troy ounces; that figure times 20 carats stated 
fineness (.833333333) equals 1.78541665 troy ounces. Multiplying that figure by the price of 
gold ($20.67) equals $36.60 worth of gold in the $36.55 (stated value) Kohler ingot. Our 
measurements show this ingot actually weighing slightly more than the stated weight (2.145 
troy ounces), which would mean that at 20 carats purity, the ingot would contain $36.90 in 1850 
gold value. (This ingot was produced with an accuracy of 99 percent). 
 
It would appear that in the 1849 and 1850 period, the manufacturers Moffat and Kohler strove 
to create a product that valued gold at $20.67 per troy ounce. 
 
2. All gold ingots that are regarded as genuine share at least three common characteristics:  
 
Name of Maker 
Stated Fineness 
Stated Value  
 
Although almost all state the weight, it wasn’t an absolute necessity due to the prevalence of 
accurate scales. 



 
The Meyers ingot fails to state fineness, instead, stamped on the reverse are the imprecise 
terms: U.S STANDARD WARRANTED. 
 
Since the genuine ingots of the period varied in fineness, the buyer and seller of a Meyer’s ingot 
would have been unsure of the actual purity. An assayer’s job is to measure and guarantee the 
fineness of the ingot. It is highly suspicious that an actual fineness is not stated on this gold bar. 
 
One might argue that the U.S standard was 90% fineness. If the Meyers ingot is the stated 
weight of one troy ounce and contains 90% pure gold, then it would contain $18.60 worth of 
$20.67 gold. This would equate to a manufactured accuracy of only 96.8 percent, a percentage 
much inferior to ingots known to be genuine. 
 
To our way of thinking, the Meyers bar must contain closer to $18 worth of gold, based on the 
$20.67 value of gold, for it to even begin to be accepted as a genuine ingot of the 1850 period. 
Note that forgers have learned to imitate the $20.67 per ounce value in their work. Eagle Mining 
Co. and Thorne & Co. ingots are stamped with values, weights and finenesses that equal $20.67 
per ounce value. (As further proof of the forger’s ineptitude, the aforementioned Eagle Mining 
Co. ingot is dated 1867, when gold had the price per ounce of $27.86!)   
 
Also, forgeries tested have been found to contain a higher purity of gold than what is stated on 
the ingot. For example, a Knight and Co. bar has been tested at .996 fineness, an impossible 
occurrence in genuine California gold.  
 
We believe there is much evidence to suggest that the Meyers ingot may not be genuine. 
Contrary to what McCarthy asserts, its weight and value seem to be inconsistent with the 
contemporary standard of $20.67 per ounce of gold. 
 
Has the Meyers bar been scientifically tested? To our knowledge, David McCarthy has not had 
the Meyers ingot tested for purity. The fineness of the Meyers bar must be documented before 
one can determine as to whether or not it is a genuine item. We would also recommend testing 
for impurities in the gold. Forgeries have been found to contain metals not native to California. 
 
3. The fact that McCarthy was not able to punch link the Meyers bar to other forgeries does not 
mean that such punch linking cannot exist, nor can it be concluded from the lack of punch 
linking that the Meyers bar is a genuine item. 
 
We will comment on the location of Frederick Meyer in 1849 and the early 1850s after review of 
what McCarthy has written for CoinFacts, a PCGS website: 
 

 “The Only Unique Monetary Ingot or Coin of the California Gold Rush 
 by David McCarthy (Kagin's) 
 
 While most coins and ingots of the early California Gold Rush are undeniably rare, 
Meyers & Company is the ONLY firm that produced Pioneer Gold that is known by only 
one gold coin or bar. As such, the importance of this historic piece cannot be 
underestimated. 
 



 MEYERS & COMPANY 
 
 Frederick Meyer/Meyers (he spelled his last name both ways) was born in Germany and 
immigrated to the United States in 1832. He settled in Philadelphia and worked as a baker 
before entering into a partnership with brothers Henry and John Troemner as Meyer & 
Company, an outfit that manufactured prescription, jeweler’s and grocer’s scales. Meyer 
regularly advertised in local newspapers and directories; however, in 1849 and 1850, his 
listings no longer appear in Philadelphia publications, and his name is not found in the 
Philadelphia census of 1850. 
 
Meyer’s name does, however, appear in Campbell and Hoogs’ first Directory of San 
Francisco, dated February of 1850. In it, he is listed as a partner in the firm of Kuner, 
Meyer & Michaels. The senior partner in this firm was none other than Albrecht Kuner, 
the former Moffat & Company employee who had engraved the dies for Moffat’s 1849 
$5s and $10s. During the year of his partnership with Meyer, Kuner would cut dies for 
many of the other private coiners of the California gold rush. This partnership appears to 
have ended in May of 1850, when a fire burned down the building that they shared. 
 Today, we know Meyers & Company from a pair of patterns and a single 1-ounce ingot.  
 
 The first pattern coin was a ½ ounce piece, struck over a Large Cent, and was known as 
early as 1884, when it sold in the Levick sale alongside a handful of other important 
Pioneer Gold pieces. This piece read “½-OZ TROY/MEYERS & CO/U.S. STANDARD 
WARRENTED”.  
 
 A second pattern appeared in Europe in the 1980s. This 1-oz example was struck in brass 
and bears similar inscriptions to the ½-oz piece, but spells out UNITED STATES, rather than 
abbreviating it. 
 
The 1-ounce Meyers & Company gold ingot was discovered in 1956, and is the only known 
monetary item made by the firm. Like the patterns, this ingot reads 1-OZ. TROY/MEYERS 
& CO on the front, and U.S. STANDARD WARRANTED on the back. On the front, it also lists 
a value of $18.00, much like the 1-ounce, $16.00 ingots manufactured by Moffat & 
Company in 1849. This discrepancy in value confused numismatists for years, since most 
references pegged the price of California dust and nuggets at $16 for the early California 
Gold Rush; however, in 2008, correspondence was discovered that shed light on the 
ingot’s unusual denomination. 
 This letter, dated 30 April 1850, was from Moffat & Company to Beebee, Ludlow & 
Company (the nation’s largest bullion broker at the time). In it, John Little Moffat thanks 
the Philadelphia firm for taking his coins and ingots at par, and goes on to write: “Your 
policies covering gold dust at $18 per ounce is a great inducement to those who make 
shipments. We doubt but not large amounts will one day be consigned to you.” 
 
 If an ounce of unrefined, unassayed placer gold was readily salable at $18, a 1-ounce 
ingot made from the same gold would clearly bring $18, rather than the $16 that similar 
gold bars had traded at a year earlier. Any firm manufacturing ingots in the spring of 1850 
– the period of time that we know Meyers was operating in San Francisco – would have 
denominated their bars at the new, higher price for placer gold or would have lost over 
10% of the intrinsic value of their product. 



 
The Meyers Ingot appears to have circulated for a short time with evidence of light 
friction on its high points. It has an appealing, original patina and retains a small amount 
of so-called bag dirt in its protected areas, particularly in the stamped denomination 
“$18.00” on the obverse and in the words “U.S. STANDARD WARRANTED” on the 
reverse. At some point in its 161-year history, a light test cut was made on its edge in 
order to confirm that the bar was solid gold.” 
 

We further observe: 
 
4. McCarthy states that "Frederick Meyer/Meyers... settled in Philadelphia and worked as a 
baker before entering into a partnership with brothers Henry and John Troemner as Meyer & 
Company.” This is not accurate; the name of the company was “Frederick Meyer & Co.”  
 
McCarthy further states, "Meyer regularly advertised in local newspapers and directories; 
however, in 1849 and 1850, his listings no longer appear in Philadelphia publications, and his 
name is not found in the Philadelphia census of 1850.” 
 
The above statement is false. Below are the listings from McElroy’s Philadelphia Directory from 
the years 1844 through 1853. Frederick Meyer & Co. is listed as scale manufacturers each and 
every year, including 1849 and 1850. 
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Below is the listing from Campbell & Hoogs’ February, 1850 directory. The listing names an 
unidentified Meyer in Partnership with A. Kuner and an unidentified Michaels. They were 
located on Kearny St. near Pacific. They are listed as manufacturers of jewelry and engravers. 
They are not listed as assayers or coiners. 
 
Kuner was an engraver of dies; he never minted coins or cast bars. In our opinion, linking the 
$18 Meyers gold ingot to this firm and / or this unidentified Meyer is a stretch, to say the least. 
 

 
 

 
 
In the September 1850 edition of Kimball’s San Francisco directory (below), Kuner’s name 
appears with the address of Kearny b[etween] P[acific] and J[ackson]. No listing for a Frederick 
Meyer or Meyers appears in this directory. 
 
Please note that Kuner appears to have remained in his previous location (as listed in the 
Campbell & Hoogs’ directory) after the May and June fires.  
 
 



 
 



 



 



There were four great fires that affected San Francisco in the 1849 - 50 period: December 
24,1849; May 4, 1850; June 14, 1850; and September 17,1850.  
 
From studying the locations of these fires in the following one can ascertain that Kuner most 
likely wasn’t affected until the fire of September 17, 1850 (not the May 4th fire). The first three 
fires were contained away from the location of Kearny between Pacific and Jackson. 
 
(See the reference below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 



 
In1852, Kuner’s name appears in Parker’s San Francisco directory, but there is no listing for a 
Frederick Meyer or Meyers. We note that Kuner has now moved to 167 Washington St., 
suggesting that the September 17, 1850 fire displaced him. 
 
(See the reference below). 
 
 
  
 

 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 



We note that the unidentified Meyer may be L. Meyer, jeweler, in the following 1856 directory: 

 



 



Note his location at 205 Kearny between Jackson and Pacific. This is the same location as Kuner 
(A.), Meyer & Michaels (sans street number) listed in the Campbell & Hoogs’ directory and for 
Albert Kuner listed in the Kimball’s directory.  
 
The listed F. Meyer of M (Meyer) & Co. does not likely have any connection to Kuner, Meyer & 
Michaels. He worked with his relative William in a clothing establishment at 174 Clay St. (seen at 
the bottom of the left column.) 
 
5. McCarthy writes, "Today, we know Meyers & Company from a pair of patterns and a single 1-
ounce ingot. The first pattern coin was a ½ ounce piece, struck over a Large Cent, and was 
known as early as 1884, when it sold in the Levick sale alongside a handful of other important 
Pioneer Gold pieces. This piece read “½-OZ TROY/MEYERS & CO/U.S. STANDARD WARRENTED”. 
A second pattern appeared in Europe in the 1980s. This 1-oz example was struck in brass and 
bears similar inscriptions to the ½-oz piece, but spells out UNITED STATES, rather than 
abbreviating it.” 
 
(The 1987 Taylor and 1982 Clifford sale listings are shown below). 

  
 
 
 



 
 
 
We would disagree that the 1/2 ounce and one ounce pieces are patterns for coinage. Rather, 
like the Taylor sale cataloger, we believe that they are trials for weights or actual weights for 
scales. Frederick Meyer was a scale manufacturer. The terms “standard” and “warranted” relate 



more to weights and measures than coinage. Furthermore, coins almost always have 
denominations marked on them.  
 
The one ounce brass piece first appeared in the Bowers and Merena Frederick Taylor sale of 
March 1987. It must be noted that while the lettering style is similar, it is marked differently 
from the half-ounce example. It reads “F. Meyers & Co. and Philadelphia, PA.” However, the half 
ounce copper piece, over-struck on a circa 1820 large cent, reads Meyers & Co. with no city or 
state listed. The lack of specific location may be due to the comparative sizes of the two items. 
The half ounce piece is 29mm in diameter; the one ounce piece is 34mm. 
 
The half ounce piece, pedigreed back to Woodward’s Levick sale of 1884, is lightweight, 
according to the description in the Bowers and Ruddy Henry Clifford sale of March, 1982; it 
weighs 148.7 grains, which equals .34 of an ounce or .31 of a troy ounce. Why it doesn’t weigh 
half an ounce is unknown. It may be a trial for an actual weight. 
 
The one ounce piece, according to the 1987 Taylor sale, weighs 31.01 or 31.10 grams. We are 
not sure why two different weights are recorded. If the 31.10 gram weight were correct then 
the one ounce piece would weigh exactly one troy ounce. 
 
We believe that the fabric and style of the two pieces noted above are very similar and were 
produced by Frederick Meyer & Co. of Philadelphia in the 1844 to 1853 period. 
 
John Kleeberg sent further information; He writes: “There is another Meyers weight in the 
Philadelphia token trays at ANS. That and the piece in the Taylor sale give the Philadelphia 
location. On the piece in Adams it was not visible.”  
 
None of these pieces contain any reference to a denomination or value. 
 
6. McCarthy writes: “If an ounce of unrefined, unassayed placer gold was readily salable at $18, 
a 1-ounce ingot made from the same gold would clearly bring $18, rather than the $16 that 
similar gold bars had traded at a year earlier. Any firm manufacturing ingots in the spring of 
1850 – the period of time that we know Meyers was operating in San Francisco – would have 
denominated their bars at the new, higher price for placer gold or would have lost over 10% of 
the intrinsic value of their product.” 
 
We have previously shown that gold in ingot form was trading for $20.67 per ounce in the 1850 
period. McCarthy’s logic is faulty. The $16 ingots he refers to didn’t contain an ounce of gold, 
but rather $16 worth of $20.67 gold. The gold content of the Meyers bar must be ascertained 
before one can begin to determine as to whether or not it is a genuine item.  
 



 
 
 
Conclusions: 
 
As you can see, there is much conflicting data concerning the ingot, and the unidentified 
Meyers. Although much of this information was known, it was not made available to you by 
McCarthy, who wanted it authenticated. If offered for sale, it could be sold for a six-figure price 
rather than melt value or a little more as a forgery. 
 
We would like to know if McCarthy had it authenticated at PCGS prior to it being listed in the 
Guidebook or afterward. 
 
It can be easily argued that the Meyers ingot is a forgery, copied in the style of a Moffat bar and 
Meyer & co. scale weights. Its lack of stated fineness concerns us greatly. We also note that 
there are contemporary references to Moffat and Kohler ingots, yet none have been found 
regarding the Meyers piece. Furthermore, its provenance dates back to only 1956 at the earliest. 
 
It seems to us that it was premature of you to include this gold ingot in the Guidebook as a 
genuine item. There is much controversy regarding the manufacture and style of this item. The 
words “standard” and “warranted” are inferior substitutes for actual fineness. We hope that you 
will take this into consideration and remove the ingot from the Guidebook until a definitive 
determination can be made. 
 
Best, 
 
Stuart and Maureen Levine 
 
I am very happy to endorse the work and the conclusions of this paper.  
 
John M. Kleeberg  
 
 



 
 

CORRESPONDENCE #2, 12/2/2016, Stu Levine to Don Willis 
 
 
From: Stuart Levine <stuartlevine@comcast.net> (To Don Willis of PCGS)  
Subject: $18 Meyers gold ingot 
Date: December 2, 2016 at 5:19:47 PM EST 
To: Don Willis <DWillis@collectors.com> 

 Hi Don, 
 
We’ve been researching the $18 Meyers gold ingot and have serious reservations regarding its 
authenticity. Below is the Word file of our comments that we provided to Ken Bressett. He 
wrote me that its listing will be removed from the next Guide Book of United States Coins (The 
Red Book) pending the determination of its authenticity. 

 <Meyers final 11-28-2016.docx> (Find letter attached) 

I spoke to David McCarthy today and he agreed that it should be tested for fineness and 
impurities to help prove or disprove its genuineness. He will try to obtain it from the owner and 
get it to you for testing. Please let me know your thoughts on this matter. 
 
Best, 
 
Stu 

  



CORRESPONDENCE #3, 4/2/2017, Stu Levine to Mark Stephenon 

 

On Apr 2, 2017, at 4:53 PM, Stuart Levine <stuartlevine@comcast.net> wrote: (To Mark 
Stephenson of PCGS) 

Hi Mark, 

Attached is what we’ve written to Don Willis. We never heard anything in reply. Per our 
conversation, please bring this to the attention of David Hall. As you will see, in our opinion, this 
item really requires further testing and examination before it can be determined a genuine 
item.  

Also, David McCarthy, on behalf of Kagin’s, did agree to obtain it from the person that they sold 
it to for the testing. Don Kagin also agreed to this verbally at the FUN show in Orlando in 
January. In fact, at the time, he urged McCarthy to facilitate the process. Now it seems that they 
are unwilling to participate. I’ve copied them on this email to keep them in the loop and 
hopefully get them to reconsider. You would think, that as professional numismatists, they 
would want to learn the truth regarding this curious item. 

This item could turn out to be a much bigger problem for PCGS in the future. It’s probably best 
to discover the truth sooner than later. Maybe a public recall of the item by PCGS is in order? 

Best, 

Stu 

  

From: Stuart Levine [mailto:stuartlevine@comcast.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 4, 2017 5:50 AM 
To: All 
Subject: Re: $18 Meyers gold ingot 

Correction - Make that “the FUN show in Tampa in January” (rather than Orlando) oops. 

Best, 

Stu 

  

  



CORRESPONDENCE #4, 4/4/2017, Don Kagin to Stu Levine 

 

On Apr 4, 2017, at 6:46 PM, Don Kagin <Don@kagins.com> wrote: 

 Subject: Re: $18 Meyers gold ingot 

 All, 

As most of you know, Kagin’s has taken the lead in exposing pioneer forgeries, etc., not only 
with the Pioneer Gold Forum which put closure to the $20 1853 USAOG PL pieces and much 
more, but also with resolving ongoing items—some of which have been independently certified. 

Although we applaud Mr. Levine’s most recent enthusiasm in resolving the $18 Meyers Ingot, as 
he is well aware, even though we do not necessarily agree with his latest hypothesis, we have 
reached out to our client to send us the piece and as soon as he does we will move forward with 
further forensic analysis. 

 Don 

  

  



CORRESPONDENCE #5, 4/4/2017, Stu Levine to Don Kagin 

 

From: Stuart Levine <stuartlevine@comcast.net> 
Date: April 4, 2017 at 7:08:05 PM EDT 
To: Don Kagin <Don@kagins.com> 

Subject: Re: $18 Meyers gold ingot 

Hi Don,  

 I think that's terrific! Let's test it and see what we find. 

 Thanks for your help in this matter. 

 Best, 

 Stu 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


